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BACKGROUND
 Flare-generated pollutant emissions from the energy Industry are a significant global

concern.
 Satellite data indicate 140 billion m3 of gas flared annually (Elvidge et al., 2009).
 Pollutants of concern:


Black carbon (BC) [GWP = 900, IPCC AR5]


2nd most important climate forcer after CO2.



Very short atmospheric lifetime (order of days to weeks), which offers quick environmental
payback on mitigation.



Mostly caused by incomplete combustion of heavier HC components (e.g., C3, C4 and C5+).



Component of fine particulate matter (PM2.5)



Causal link with lung cancer and cardiovascular mortality.



Un-combusted methane (GWP = 34, IPCC AR5)



VOCs.



CO2 [GWP = 1] [emissions equivalent to 77 million cars]
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OBJECTIVES OF THE CCAC COLLABORATION

 Identify high-impact opportunities to cost-effectively achieve

significant flaring emission reductions:


On an individual or highly replicable basis.

 Assess baseline emissions (SLCPs, GHGs and CACs), and reduction

potential.
 Conduct a prefeasibility assessment of the applicable mitigation

options to determine the best choice.

 Advance at least 2 of the projects to a refined business-case stage.
 If warranted, work with operators to identify financing mechanisms.
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COLLABORATION WORKFLOW

Prefeasibility
Assessment
(Using CSimOnline)

Refined Business
Case Development
(Project Definition
and Due Diligence)

Explore Financing
Mechanisms

Identification &
Pre-screening of
Mitigation
Options
Opportunity
Delineation
(Measurement
Campaign)
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MEASUREMENT PROGRAM
 Eight sites surveyed (2 from one operator and 6 from another) in 3 different regions.
 Inline tracer tests performed to accurately assess flaring rates and variability.
 Sampling & laboratory analysis of flare gas, inlet oil, sales oil & solvent.
 BC emission measurements were performed by NRCan research team using Sky-LOSA.
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MITIGATION TECHNOLOGY CLASSES (CSIMONLINE)
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HYBRID (MULTI-STAGE) MITIGATION STRATEGIES (CSIMONLINE)
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PRE-SCREENING OF MITIGATION OPTIONS
 Filtering of options based on site-specific factors and constraints.
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PRE-FEASIBILITY ASSESSMENT OF EACH
MITIGATION OPTION OVER PROJECT TIME SERIES (CSIMONLINE)
Scenario Modelling
Design Optimization
Economic Analysis

• Carbon price: $6 USD/tonne CO2E (Current Colombia Price) [GHG=CO2, CH4 & N2O]
• Carbon price: $6 USD/tonne of CO2E [GHG & BC]
• Carbon price: $55 USD/tonne of CO2E (Climate pollutant social cost) [GHG & BC]
• Optimize design, operating conditions & sizing of the mitigation measure to achieve the
best economics.
• End of Project Life = end of mitigation viability or equipment life (10 years).
• Year-1 CAPEX (Class 4 and 5) and time series OPEX.
• Value of incremental commodity sales and avoided energy purchases.
• Carbon tax, royalties (20%), inflation (3%), discount rate (10%), income tax (33%).

Emissions Assessment

• BC, GHG and CAC emissions for mitigated and un-mitigated cases over entire time
series.

Energy & Material Balance

• Rigorous Flowsheet Simulation of each year in the time series.
• Disposition of inlet streams (sales, fuel, venting & flaring).
• Equipment operating range and flow variability considered.

Production Decline

• Base-year production activity levels.
• Time series decline based on historical production data or assumed decline rate (e.g., 8%).
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REFINED BUSINESS CASE DEVELOPMENT FOR
BEST MITIGATION OPTION

• Document design
specifications.
• Prepare drawings depicting
basic implementation details
(e.g., PFD, P&ID and Plot Plan).
• Review with operator’s
engineering & operations staff.

Improved Project
Definition

Improved Cost
Estimate (Class 3)
• Obtain vendor pricing
for key components.
• Develop itemized estimate
of installation costs (by
senior cost estimator and
construction manager).

• Update techno-economic
and environmental analysis.
• Prepare final report and
present to senior operator
executives.

Refined Business
Case
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APPLIED COMMODITY PRICING
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RELATIVE COMMODITY PRICING
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APPLIED ECONOMIC PARAMETERS
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RESULTS
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RESULTS
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OUTCOMES AND FOLLOW-ON WORK
 Six of the eight sites surveyed were identified as having financially attractive flaring mitigation opportunities.
 Intentions were expressed by Operator 1 to implement mitigation solutions for at least three, and possibly more, of the

six sites surveyed for them.

 CEL will work with Operator 1 to evaluate the EPCM bids it is now in the process of obtaining for Sites 1 and 3.


Provide a comparative analysis by modelling each bidders proposed solution using CSimOnline.



Update several of the feasibility assessments based on more current and detailed user-supplied data.

 Upgrading and optimization of an existing flare for Operator 1 (a demonstration project to minimize BC emissions and

consumption of pilot and purge gas, while improving flare reliability and maintainability):


Upgrades (retrofits): air assist, retractable ignitors, purge gas reduction seal and control system.



Measurements to show impact of air assist on the BC emissions, and establish optimum settings.

 Implementation of a company-wide measurement program focused on fugitive equipment leaks, casinghead venting and

tank venting.


Identify material cost-effective mitigation opportunities.



Develop country-specific emission factors.



Knowledge transfer on the design of vapour control systems.
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HOW DO THESE OUTCOMES COMPARE TO PREVIOUS INITIATIVES
AND WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE IN APPROACH?
Historical Approach
 Typical methodology:

Current Approach
 Methodology:



Spot measurements performed to determine the magnitude
of the potential opportunity.



Representative time-series measurements, supplemental sampling &
analyses, and collection of process operating conditions, and design
drawings.



No root-cause analysis or consideration of site-specific
constraints.





Simplistic prefeasibility assessments to screen mitigation
options and determine potential project economics (e.g.,
assumes typical control efficiencies, average costs and little
or no consideration of project life potential).

Reasonable due diligence coupled with intelligent front-end engineering
design (FEED) performed using advanced modelling to provide
optimized solutions (CSimOnline).



Advance the most promising opportunity to a refined-business-case
level (including preliminary engineering drawings & vendor pricing for
key items).

 Typical operator response:


Skeptical of results given the lack of rigor and engineering
analysis.



Reluctant to invest in further evaluation given resource
constraints and challenges in getting reliable measurement
data.

 Operator response:


Impressed by the thoroughness and rigor of the applied analysis
approach, which exceeded their own capabilities & facilitated fasttracking of the decision process.



Committing to advance the most promising opportunities, as well as
plans to perform additional due diligence on others.
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Dramatic improvement in willingness to cooperate and share data.

CONCLUSIONS
 The markets act on good investment opportunities and pay a

premium for green products:


Credible, technically sound and offers a reward that justifies the risks.

 Why do good mitigation opportunities get overlooked or rejected?


Outside a company’s normal business model.



Unconvincing business case (unreliable measurements, oversimplified
techno-economic analysis, inadequate due diligence).

“… we employ large numbers of engineers and know our facilities, if these
opportunities were real, we would have acted on them already… the results must
simply reflect a maintenance or upset event and not normal operations… ”

 Addressing these issues and facilitating accelerated decision making,

yields positive near-term & ongoing results.
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THANK YOU!

POTENTIAL PROJECT FINANCING MECHANISMS
SelfFinancing

External
Financing

Partnerships

Third-party
Agreements

Debt
Finance

General

Concession
Agreements

Equity
Finance

Limited

Sales
Agreements

Joint
Venture

Service
Agreements
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